333 USERS/INTENDED AUDIENCE NOTE

Field Definition
This field contains information about the users or intended audience of the material described.

Occurrence
Optional. Repeatable.

Indicators
Indicator 1: blank (not defined)
Indicator 2: blank (not defined)

Subfields
$s Text of Note. Not repeatable.

Notes on Field Contents
A print/display constant such as Audience: might be used with this field.

Examples
EX 1
333 #$aFor remedial reading programmes
A note made in the record for a set of flash cards.

EX 2
333 #$aMPAA rating: R
A note made in the record for a motion picture which has been given a restricted rating.

EX 3
333 #$aProgram designed for geographers, planners, geologists, meteorologists, and others who have a professional interest in analyzing spatial data
A note made in the record for a software.

EX 4
333 #$a'Catholic paper for the Slovaks in Cleveland, Ohio, and vicinity'
A note, quoted from the resource (a periodical).